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AEROSOFT STUTTGART-X V 1.02 Free.Swedes angry as Chinese knife prices soar Buyers look over a knife stand (right) at
a shop in Beijing yesterday. A Chinese consumer group says that in the past three years, knife and other luxury items
imported from China have risen by more than 50 percent but the price has not come down at all. Buyers look over a knife
stand (right) at a shop in Beijing yesterday. A Chinese consumer group says that in the past three years, knife and other
luxury items imported from China have risen by more than 50 percent but the price has not come down at all. (AFP/Mark
Schiefelbein) BEIJING - Thousands of Chinese travelers were outraged yesterday at the rising cost of imported luxury
goods after being duped by fake websites, which are blamed for hammering up the prices of luxury items such as wrist
watches and knives. "I'm really angry, I'm just considering buying a new computer. Because a good laptop computer costs
around 2,500 yuan ($385) now," said Wang Daoru, 24, a senior civil engineer who complained that he had been fooled into
buying a fake Apple Macbook Pro on one of the websites. "I'm really angry. My friends have told me about this, so I
thought I should see what it's like," he said. Wang is one of thousands of Chinese shoppers who have been duped over the
last few years into buying fake foreign luxury products, including watches from Swiss replica watchmakers, cars from
South Korean car distributors, and phones from fake websites. The practice became even more popular when Chinese
consumers started to travel abroad for the first time in large numbers in recent years, putting in their luggage almost
anything that they liked to wear and drive -- from handbags and wallets to sunglasses and mobile phones. In recent years,
luxury and affordable fake websites have sprung up, catering to Chinese shoppers, who are willing to spend up to 10
percent of their incomes on online shopping. Unlike genuine websites and stores, many of the fakes use products such as
Apple products and designer handbags as well as fake online shops and resellers from outside China, Chinese Internet
security experts say. Over the past three years, imports of
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